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Software Spotlight/ Chunmiao Zheng, Software Editor

PHT3D: A Reactive Multicomponent Transport
Model for Saturated Porous Media
reviewed by C.A.J. Appelo1 and Massimo Rolle2

This column reviews the general features of PHT3D
Version 2, a reactive multicomponent transport model that
couples the geochemical modeling software PHREEQC-2
(Parkhurst and Appelo 1999) with three-dimensional
groundwater flow and transport simulators MODFLOW-
2000 and MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang 1999). The
original version of PHT3D was developed by Henning
Prommer and Version 2 by Henning Prommer and
Vincent Post (Prommer and Post 2010). More detailed
information about PHT3D is available at the website
http://www.pht3d.org.

The review was conducted separately by two review-
ers. This column is presented in two parts.

PART I by C.A.J. Appelo

Introduction
PHT3D is a computer code for general reactive trans-

port calculations, coupling MODFLOW/MT3DMS for
transport and PHREEQC for chemical reactions. It was
developed by Henning Prommer in the 1990s and has
been applied by him and his coworkers to various ground-
water problems of practical interest. The resulting pub-
lications (http://www.pht3d.org/pht3d public.html) show
an impressive applicability of the code and illustrate the
underlying understanding of quite complicated interac-
tions (e.g., Prommer and Stuyfzand 2005; Prommer et al.
2008, 2009). In the original version, transport is calculated
during a time step, an input file is written for PHREEQC
for calculating reactions such as ion exchange and pre-
cipitation or dissolution of minerals, and these steps are
repeated for subsequent time steps until finished. This
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loose coupling has the advantage that updates of the
master programs can be installed without much effort.
A disadvantage is that the calculation of the chemical
reactions needs to be initialized time and again for each
cell in the model, which adds another time-consuming
step to calculations that are already computer-intensive.
Another disadvantage is that surface complexation reac-
tions need to be calculated first using the water compo-
sition from the previous time step and then reacted with
the changed water concentrations. This procedure was not
implemented in the original version of PHT3D, and sur-
face complexation reactions could not be calculated.

Prommer and Post recently released the second
version of PHT3D that resolves the shortcomings and
works very well. The improvement is owing firstly to
the implementation of total-variation-diminishing (TVD)
scheme that MT3DMS uses for calculating advective and
dispersive transport (Zheng and Wang 1999). Secondly,
it is because PHREEQC is now being used for storing
the chemical data of the model, including the chemical
activities and the composition of surface complexes from
the previous time step. In addition, the procedure to
transport total oxygen and hydrogen has been adapted
from PHAST (PHAST is the 3D reactive transport model
developed by Parkhurst et al. 2004, based on HST3D
and PHREEQC). This enables the user to obtain the
redox state of the solution without having to transport
individual redox concentrations of the elements (e.g., C
being distributed over carbon-dioxide, C(4), and methane,
C(–4)). The tighter coupling quickens the calculations
twofold at least, but probably by an order of magnitude for
the more interesting cases. In this review, the background
of the new implementation is presented and illustrated
with examples and compared with results from PHREEQC
and PHAST.

How Are pe and pH Calculated in the New
Version

The calculation of pe and pH from total hydrogen and
oxygen, and charge balance has been implemented in the
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Illuminating Subsurface Microbial Water Quality 
Patterns Using Adenosine Triphosphate and 
Dynamic Time Warping Approaches

by Alex H. S. Chik, Monica B. Emelko, Alfred P. Blaschke, and Jack F. Schijven

Abstract
Aquifer microbial water quality evaluations are often performed by collecting groundwater samples from monitoring wells. While samples 

collected from continuously pumped sources are seldom disputed as representative of the aquifer, natural biofilm present in the vicinity of well 
screens may introduce unwanted microbial artefacts in monitoring wells that are only periodically sampled. The need for well water purging to 
obtain samples void of these artefacts has been widely recognized. However, purging methods are not standardized; many approaches presume 
that physico-chemical water quality stability achieved through the removal of 3 to 5 well volumes is indicative of the stability of target ana-
lytes. Using a data set collected from a shallow unconfined aquifer in Southern Ontario, Canada, the need for using dedicated approaches that 
account for the time-dependent nature of microbial water quality changes was demonstrated. Specifically, the utility of adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) as a rapid, field-ready biochemical indicator of microbial water quality stability was investigated. This work shows that ATP concentrations 
reflect time-limited (bio)colloid transport processes that are consistent with other microbial water quality parameters monitored, but different 
from commonly measured physical and chemical water quality indicators of well purging adequacy. ATP concentrations occasionally fluctuated 
even after 3 or 4 h of purging, indicating that microbial artefacts attributable to biofilms in the vicinity of the well screen can still persist. The 
recurrence of characteristic ATP patterns in each well was systematically examined through the novel application of dynamic time warping 
(DTW), a nonparametric time series analysis approach. These patterns are believed to be linked with seasonal hydrogeological conditions, which 
warrant consideration in the design and interpretation of subsurface microbial water quality investigations.
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Introduction
Representative samples of aquifer microbial water qual-

ity—specifically, the composition and concentrations of 
microorganisms normally suspended in the aquifer pore 
water—are crucial for aquifer source vulnerability assess-
ments to pathogen/fecal contamination. However, the ubiq-
uity of microorganisms presents a significant challenge to 
ensuring the integrity and representativeness of samples. 
For example, Harter et al. (2014) demonstrated the need for 
extended well purging to control for significant fecal micro-
bial indicator contamination of the well-head, within the well 
casing, and within the immediate vicinity of the well screen. 
Although there is general alignment to suggest that extended 
purging/continuous operation of wells would all but ensure 
that a sample representative of the microbial composition 
in the aquifer can be collected (Cullimore 2007; Harter et 
al. 2014), it is often impractical or infeasible. Therefore, eval-
uations of subsurface microbial water quality parameters can 
greatly benefit from an inexpensive, sensitive field-ready tool 
that can support the contextualization of microbial results 
and aid in determining the minimal level of purging.

Owing to the contrast in hydrogeochemical conditions 
between a well and the surrounding aquifer, naturally occur-
ring conglomerates of sessile microorganisms and their 
metabolites—collectively known as biofilm—form distinctive 
patterns on solid surfaces in the vicinity of a well (i.e., well 
casing, well screen, and sediment surfaces). These subsurface 
biofilms are known to underpin microbial water quality when 
water is initially pumped (Cullimore  2007). The dynamic 
hydraulic conditions invoked by groundwater pumping can 
cause biofilm mobilization and entrainment (Puls and Bar-
celona 1996; Cullimore  2007; Smith and Comeskey  2009), 
therefore potentially introducing unwanted microbial artefacts 
into a water sample. Intuitively, aquifer water quality during 
extended purging is less impacted by biofilm and increasingly 
representative of suspended microorganisms (Cullimore 2007; 
Smith and Comeskey 2009; Korbel et al. 2017; van Driezum 
et al.  2017). The biofilm can be characterized throughout 
well purging activities by examining “zones of interrogation 
projections” in wells—increasingly sparse time-based inter-
vals—as proposed by Cullimore (2007). These zones feature 
irregularly spaced sampling intervals that focus on capturing 
and describing microbial water quality shifts at key points in 
time during purging and in absence of continuous monitoring.

Accordingly, it is both desirable and pragmatic to estab-
lish the minimum length of time—using relevant microbial 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1111%2Fgwmr.12397&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2020-07-09
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Figure 1. Study site and monitoring well locations. Monitoring wells used only for regional hydraulic gradient estimation in  
this study are represented by gray circles. Cross-section of transect A-B shows the hydrogeological conceptual model previously 
developed at the site (adapted from Critchley 2010).

indicator(s)—required for well purging activities to limit 
artefacts attributable to the subsurface biofilms. Amongst a 
multitude of potential microbiologically relevant indicators, 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is a biochemical measurement 
of microbial activity suggested to be useful in the delin-
eation of biofilm expanse and microbial densities (Web-
ster et al. 1985; Jensen 1989; Metge et al. 1993; Hammes 
et al. 2010). ATP is ubiquitous in living cells and lost rapidly 
from dead cells; it is present in fairly constant concentra-
tions in microorganisms and can be measured rapidly with 
high sensitivity using bioluminescence when assayed with 
the firefly enzyme luciferase (McElroy  1947). In highly 
oxic conditions, elevated ATP concentrations reflect ele-
vated microbial densities (McCarthy  1991; Abelho  2005; 
van der Kooij et al. 2017) or enhanced metabolism of fast-
growing microorganisms without substantial nutrient limi-
tations (Howsam  1988; Knezev and van der Kooij  2004). 
The relative microbial activity as manifested by ATP fluc-
tuations monitored throughout well purging activities has 
been regarded as an indicator for characterizing subsurface 
microbial biofilms (Cullimore 2007). These measurements 
hold particular promise as they are field-ready and have 
been recently adapted in laboratory instrumentation for 
near real-time monitoring applications (e.g., Hach® EZ7300 
microbial load ATP analyzer, Loveland, Colorado, USA).

ATP behavior during well purging activities has not 
been reported; the evolution of its behavior over spatial and 
seasonal time scales has also not been documented. There-
fore, the main goal of this work was to examine the potential 
of ATP measurements as an indicator of purging sufficiency 
for collecting aquifer-representative microbial water qual-
ity samples. We examine ATP concentrations in groundwa-
ter samples collected sequentially throughout concurrent 
well purging activities at two locations in the same shal-
low unconfined aquifer, exhibiting practically equivalent 
physical and chemical water quality characteristics. The 

following questions were therefore addressed: (1) how do 
ATP concentrations fluctuate throughout well purging and 
(2) how do they compare with other physical and chemical 
water quality parameters measured concurrently? (3) Will 
ATP concentrations measured simultaneously in these two 
wells converge to suggest microbial water quality conditions 
that are increasingly representative of the aquifer? Lastly, 
we explore (4) spatio-temporal scales over which ATP pat-
terns are observed to gain insights related to the dynamics 
of subsurface biofilms. For this purpose, the novel applica-
tion of a parameter-free approach that leverages information 
within sequential ATP measurements was demonstrated. 
While ATP concentrations may be analyzed solely based on 
their magnitude and summary statistics, additional insights 
arising from the relative microbial activity throughout purg-
ing may be overlooked unless underlying features captured 
by the sequentially collected data are considered. However, 
given the irregularly spaced sample collection intervals 
applied throughout purging that preclude parametric time 
series analysis approaches, a nonparametric time series 
analysis approach—dynamic time warping (DTW)—was 
applied. This approach facilitates the comparison of time 
series of differing lengths and irregular sampling intervals 
by generating a metric to describe the (dis)similarity of any 
features exhibited. This metric, the DTW distance, was cal-
culated for all pairs of time series and subsequently ordi-
nated using non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) 
to portray the collective relationships between ATP patterns 
and explore potential spatio-temporal influences.

Materials and Methods
Study Site

The study site (Figure 1) is situated near drinking water 
production wells 6 km south of Woodstock, Ontario, Can-
ada. The topography of the site comprises rolling hills and 
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drumlin features. This site was selected because this glacial 
outwash aquifer system features extremely high groundwa-
ter velocities and is highly aerobic (mean dissolved oxygen 
[DO] during study period = 7.9 mg/L) (Devlin et al. 2012; 
Critchley et al. 2014). Therefore, it provides ideal conditions 
that strengthen the aforementioned relationships between 
ATP concentrations and microbial densities (McCar-
thy 1991; Abelho 2005; Hammes et al. 2010; van der Kooij 
et al. 2017). The geochemistry within this aquifer system is 
known to be rather uniform (Critchley et al. 2014). Regional 
groundwater flow is generally in a southeasterly direction 
(Critchley 2010).

The monitoring wells (WO77, WO78) of interest are 
developed in the shallowest unconfined aquifer of the regional 
aquifer system, comprising primarily of sand and grav-
els interspersed with discontinuous silty till aquitard units 
(Haslauer 2005; Critchley 2010; Critchley et al. 2014) (inset 
transect cross-section, Figure 1). These wells are situated 5 m 
apart in a direction perpendicular to regional groundwater 
flow. Both monitoring wells (50.8 mm [mm] diameter, poly-
vinyl chloride [PVC] construction) were screened at simi-
lar depths, between 5.91 to 16.57 m below ground surface 
(mBGS) and vented to the atmosphere. The average water 
table elevation occurred at approximately 298 m above sea 
level [mASL] (≈3 mBGS), which was consistently above the 
top of the screened interval. The aquifer hydraulic conduc-
tivity in the screened intervals was estimated to range from 
4.8 × 10−4 to 1.9 × 10−2 m/s (based on collective results from 
grain size analyses, flowmeter tests, point velocity probes 
[PVP] measurements [Devlin et al. 2012], tracer tests, and 
three dimensional finite difference model calibration). Hori-
zontal velocities were estimated to be between 1  m/d and 
about 13 m/d using a solute tracer study. Hydraulic conduc-
tivity profiles generated between these two wells exhibited 
remarkable similarities (Critchley  2010). Additional well 
installation details are provided in Critchley (2010).

Groundwater levels were regularly monitored in 28 
additional monitoring wells within a 500-m radius of the 
two wells of interest; the mean regional groundwater gradi-
ent over the study period was estimated to be 0.0069 using 
HydrogeoEstimatorXL (Devlin and Schillig 2017). Ground-
water levels were highest in the spring months (April/May) 
and lowest during late fall/early winter (December) (Sup-
porting Information  Figure  S1). Annual recharge at this 
location is estimated to be 396 mm/year (Koch 2009). Local 
infiltration travel time through the unsaturated zone to the 
water table is estimated to be on the order of 2.8 to 5.6 years 
(Sousa  2013). These observations are generally consistent 
with the seasonal hydrogeological fluctuations observed 
historically at this site (Haslauer 2005; Christie et al. 2009; 
Koch 2009; Critchley 2010; Brook 2012). Water level mea-
surements do not support vertical flow at this site to be a 
significant factor (Critchley 2010).

Field and Laboratory Analyses
Twelve groundwater sampling events occurred between 

May 2017 and May 2018. A minimum of 2 weeks between 
sampling events was used in this study to limit interfer-
ences from irreversible subsurface biofilm perturbations 
associated with the preceding sampling event(s) (Lundkvist 

et al. 2007; Tolhurst et al. 2008; Worley-Parsons 2015). Dur-
ing each event, a series of samples was collected from one or 
both monitoring wells throughout continuous well purging 
from quiescence to over 3 h time. All samples were collected 
using dedicated pumps with PVC tubing that were pre-ster-
ilized in the laboratory by soaking and pumping a dilute 
bleach solution (0.6% sodium hypochlorite) through the 
 tubing for a minimum of 1 h followed by a sterile deionized 
water flush. Sterile deionized water was also used on site to 
prime the pumps (Flojet model No. 4105 Series diaphragm 
pump, Irvine, California) as necessary. Water levels were 
measured prior to pumping and the rate of water extraction 
from the wells was tracked periodically (average pumping 
rate = 5.8 liters/minute [L/min]). The pumping rates applied 
are consistent with the goal of minimizing drawdown 
within the well as in low-flow purging to minimize artificial 
mobilization and entrainment of particulates (Puls and Bar-
celona 1996; Barcelona et al. 2005); however, low levels of 
shear stress under laminar flow regimes are still expected to 
result in some degree of biofilm detachment, mobilization 
and entrainment processes (Rittman  1982). Temperature, 
dissolved oxygen (DO), pH and electrical conductivity (EC) 
were measured on-site throughout the well purging process 
using dedicated portable multiparameter meters (YSI Quat-
tro Professional Plus, YSI Inc./Xylem Inc., Milford, Ohio). 
Turbidity was also monitored using a portable turbidim-
eter (Hach®, Loveland, Colorado). All probes and meters 
were calibrated using standards as per the manufacturers’ 
instructions.

Additional parameters relevant for microbial water qual-
ity were measured for selected samples. Flow cytometry 
was deployed for the evaluation of microbial cell densities 
using the FACSCalibur™ flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, 
San Jose, California). Culture-based methods, in the form 
of Biological Activity Reaction Tests (BART™, Droycon 
Bioconcepts Inc., Regina, Canada) for iron-related bacteria 
(IRB BART™), sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB BART™), 
slime-forming bacteria (SLYM BART™), and algae (ALGE 
BART™ including grass-green algae, blue-green algae, des-
mids, diatoms and euglenoids) were also deployed in select 
samples to corroborate the relative abundance of specific 
groups of microorganisms. A molecular method for microbial 
community analysis (16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing) 
was performed concurrently with some samples. As these 
analyses were the focus of another study (Chik et al. 2020), 
only key findings relevant for the interpretation of the ATP 
data are presented in Supporting Information Table S4 and 
discussed. The parameters were first monitored in WO78 
for four additional sampling campaigns prior to initiating 
sample collection from WO77 on the fifth sampling event.

Determination of ATP Concentrations
All ATP measurements were determined using the 

Lumitester C-110 luminometer (Kikkoman Food Products 
Company, Tokyo, Japan) with the Quench-Gone Aqueous 
(QGA™) test kit (LuminUltra, Fredericton, New Bruns-
wick, Canada) in accordance to the manufacturer’s pro-
cedures (compliant with ASTM Standard D4012) in the 
laboratory. Briefly, 120 mL of sample was collected and 
passed through a 25-mm diameter glass microfiber syringe 
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filter with a 0.7 μm nominal pore size (Whatman™ GD/X, 
Florham Park, New Jersey). Internal tests conducted by the 
manufacturer have ascertained the ability of these depth fil-
ters to capture microorganisms down to 0.2 μm. The larger 
analytical volume was used compared to that recommended 
by the manufacturer (25 to 50 mL for this type of source 
water matrix) to improve method sensitivity, which would 
therefore allow for the quantification of microbial activity 
levels anticipated to be near the nominal method detection 
limit. The syringe filter was first removed from the syringe 
barrel to avoid the application of excessive negative pressure 
to the filter membrane upon removal of the syringe plunger, 
and reattached to the barrel. One (1) mL of UltraLyse 7 was 
added to the barrel and passed through the filter and col-
lected in a new 9-mL UltraLute (dilution) tube. The sample 
was capped and inverted three times to mix the contents. 
Dedicated pipette tips were used to transfer 100 μL of the 
contents of the dilution tube and 100 μL of luminase enzyme 
to a new assay tube. The tube was gently swirled five times 
and immediately inserted into the luminometer for measure-
ment. The relative light units (RLU) associated with the cel-
lular ATP is measured using the luminometer, recorded and 
converted to cellular ATP concentration in units of pico-
grams/mL (pg-ATP/mL). The luminometer was calibrated 
for each set of samples analyzed as recommended by the 
manufacturer’s instructions. All ATP measurements were 
conducted on the same day of sample collection. Duplicate 
aliquots were collected every 15 samples to characterize 
intra-sample variation; negative controls were also mea-
sured to evaluate potential cross-contamination through-
out sample collection and analysis. A total of 20 ATP time 
series between two wells were collected over a year at near-
monthly intervals; the collection of additional time series 
would be necessary to facilitate more rigorous statistical 
tests and was beyond the scope of this initial proof-of-con-
cept demonstration.

NMDS of ATP Time Series Using DTW Distances
DTW was originally developed for speech recognition 

to facilitate pairwise comparisons between sequences of dif-
ferent lengths with irregularly spaced observations (Sakoe 
and Chiba 1978; Mueen and Keogh 2016). DTW has been 
recently used to elucidate spatial, temporal and/or seasonal 
dynamics for phosphorus transport in watersheds (Dupas et 
al. 2015), geophysical seismic images to delineate geologi-
cal strata (Hale 2013), and sewer flow monitoring (Dürren-
matt et al. 2013). Here, the novel application of time series 
analysis using DTW to investigate ATP patterns is demon-
strated. This technique realigns the most similar features 
of each time series to those of another based on imposed 
constraints, before a distance metric representing the (dis)
similarity between the time series is computed. This tem-
poral realignment allows for time series of differing lengths 
and irregular sampling intervals to be compared, based on 
morphological features of the biofilm as manifested by the 
ATP time series. During a given purging sequence, peaks in 
microbial parameters (such as ATP) have been interpreted 
as the location(s) of elevated microbial biomass attributable 
to enhanced biofilm growth in the vicinity of the well from 
which water is abstracted (Cullimore  2007). As the rela-

tive microbial activity is of interest, each ATP time series 
was normalized by re-scaling each ATP concentration 
measurement between the minimum and maximum val-
ues for each well and sampling event. Thus, the maximum 
ATP value within a time series would be indicative of the 
foci of biomass from subsurface microbial biofilms while 
lower values can be expected with extended purging (Cul-
limore 2007). Details of the calculation of DTW distances 
are provided in the Supporting Information S2. In this work, 
DTW was implemented using the dtw package (v1.20-1) in R 
(Giorgino 2009) with local Euclidean distances. These dis-
tances were computed for all pairs of time series and com-
piled in a distance matrix.

NMDS is a robust, indirect ordination approach that 
can be applied to any (dis)similarity or distance matrix 
involving any quantitative, semi-quantitative, or qualitative 
variables (Kenkel and Orloci 1986). A low-dimensional por-
trayal of ATP time series relationships was generated using 
NMDS, which iteratively places each time series in a posi-
tion that reflects the order of the pairwise distances calcu-
lated. Accordingly, the scale of the axes and the ordination 
of the plot are arbitrary and do not reflect the magnitude 
of the pairwise distances. The emergence of patterns in the 
ordination allows for the corroboration of existing knowl-
edge, generation of hypotheses, or design of further sam-
pling campaigns to target any observed variation(s) (Kenkel 
and Orloci  1986). It also provides an exploratory tool to 
contextualize the strength of the (dis)similarities between 
the objects ordinated. NMDS solutions with stress values 
above 0.20 should be interpreted with caution and those 
with stress above 0.30 are highly suspect (Buttigieg and 
Ramette 2014). The NMDS ordination approach has been 
discussed extensively elsewhere (Kenkel and Orloci 1986; 
Legendre and Legendre 2012; Buttigieg and Ramette 2014).

Results
Physical and Chemical Water Quality Characteristics

Physical and chemical water quality parameters (Sup-
porting Information  Table  S3) were generally consistent 
with those observed historically at this site (Critchley et 
al. 2014). In accordance with common practice for ground-
water chemistry evaluations, purging was considered ade-
quate when pH stabilized within 0.1 Standard Units (SU), 
EC fluctuated by less than approximately 5%, DO stabilized 
within 0.2 mg/L or 10% saturation (whichever is greater), 
and/or turbidity either stabilized or fell below 10 nephelo-
metric turbidity units (NTUs) (Striggow 2017). Temperature 
is subject to rapid changes when collected for parameter 
measurement and therefore was not typically used for deter-
mining well purging adequacy (Striggow 2017). In all sam-
pling campaigns, these criteria were all achieved within the 
time taken to purge three to five well volumes, which cor-
responds to approximately 10 to 15 minutes depending on 
exact purging flow rate.

To facilitate comparisons between the various parame-
ters measured, the coefficient of variation was evaluated for 
a running window of three consecutive measurements for 
each parameter throughout purging (Figure 2). The appar-
ent fluctuations exhibited by turbidity are attributable to a 
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large standard deviation relative to the low turbidity values 
measured (i.e., consistently less than 10 NTUs). Meanwhile, 
the maximum coefficients of variation observed for pH, EC, 
DO, and temperature were 3%, 6%, 30%, and 8%, respec-
tively. The largest fluctuations in DO concentrations were 
traceable to measurements taken when the flow-through cell 
was disturbed during purge water sampling.

ATP Measurements
Groundwater microbial ATP concentrations ranged 

between 0.046 and 58.6 pg-ATP/mL. Median ATP concen-
trations across all sampling events were 0.27 pg-ATP/mL 
(n = 126) and 0.38 pg-ATP/mL (n = 190) for wells WO77 and 
WO78, respectively. Across sampling events, ATP concen-
trations exhibited a slight decreasing trend from the end of 
summer (sampling event 5) to late spring (sampling event 12)  
(Figure 3). For sampling events during which ATP concen-
trations were measured concurrently in both wells, ATP  

concentrations were generally higher in WO78 than in WO77, 
presumably due to local subsurface biofilm heterogeneities. 
A notable exception was the ATP concentrations observed in 
WO77 during sampling event 8 (Figure 3), which was likely 
attributable to a higher average flow rate (12 L/min) sus-
tained by the alternate pump (Simer 2825SS, Delavan, WI) 
used. Within a purge sequence, the coefficient of variation 
evaluated for three consecutive ATP measurements fluctu-
ated as high as 168% but was usually less than 50% toward 
the termination of most sampling events (Figure 2). Ninety-
five percent confidence intervals on the paired differences 
of ATP concentrations between wells all contained zero, 
regardless of the extent of purging achieved (Table 1). How-
ever, the margins of error calculated for these confidence 
intervals progressively reduced with extended purging, 
decreasing by nearly an order of magnitude (0.70 to 0.08 pg-
ATP/mL) amongst samples collected in the first 30 min of 
purging (n = 35) compared to samples collected after 1.5 h  
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Figure 2. Stabilization history of groundwater quality parameters monitored, expressed as the coefficient of variation evaluated for 
running windows of three consecutive measurements throughout purging. Red and blue markers/lines are used to denote monitoring 
wells WO77 and WO78, respectively. Each row of the plot denotes a sampling event (corresponding dates provided in Figure 5). The 
panel columns correspond to the following parameters: adenosine triphosphate (ATP), turbidity, pH, electrical conductivity (EC), 
dissolved oxygen (DO), and temperature.
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Figure 3. Stabilization of ATP concentrations throughout purging in both wells. Red and blue fill are used to denote monitoring 
wells WO77 and WO78, respectively. Each column panel denotes the stage of purging attained. The dates corresponding to each 
sampling event are provided in Figure 5.

Table 1
Paired t-Test Results Comparing ATP Concentrations Between WO77 and WO78

Time since Start of 
Purging [Hours] n

Mean Difference 
[pg-ATP/mL]

Standard Error 
[pg-ATP/mL]

95% Confidence Interval 
[Lower, Upper Bound] t-Value p-Value

t ≤ 0.5 35 0.29 0.36 [−0.40, 0.99] 0.86 0.40

0.5 < t ≤ 0.5 37 0.04 0.18 [−0.31,0.39] 0.22 0.83

t > 1.5 39 0.01 0.04 [−0.06,0.09] 0.36 0.72

Note: Tests were performed against the alternative hypothesis that the true difference in means is not equal to zero.

of purging (n = 39). This observation is consistent with the 
decreasing median of relative differences between ATP con-
centrations in both wells with extended purging (Figure 4).

The relative microbial activity (i.e., normalized ATP con-
centrations) in each well was used to characterize the foci 
of biomass from subsurface microbial biofilms during each 
sampling event (Figure  5). This normalization effectively 
addresses potential biases attributable to the individual sam-
pling campaign and well-specific factors (e.g., steady-state 
flow rate attained, generally higher ATP concentrations in 
WO78). Comparisons of these patterns were made visually. 
A generally monotonic, decreasing trend was sometimes 
observed; however, elevated ATP concentrations can also 
be observed at later stages of purging. This indicates that 
the highest levels of microbial activity (and by association, 
densities) are not always highest in the immediate vicinity of 
the well casing. Recurring ATP patterns were noted in each 
well over consecutive sampling campaigns in September and 
November (Figure  5, sampling events 6 and 7) and again 
in April 2018 (sampling events 10 and 11). During these 
periods, WO77 ATP patterns typically exhibited two peaks 
during the latter stages of purging, while a single prominent 
peak was exhibited within the first hour of purging in WO78. 
These peaks reflect order-of-magnitude changes in microbial 
activity. The ATP patterns observed on August 30, December 
20, and May 30 (sampling events 5, 8, and 12, respectively) 

within each well also bear some resemblance to each other, 
albeit with some visually erratic fluctuations. Similar ATP 
patterns were also noted during the sampling event on Jan-
uary 30, 2018 (sampling event 9) between the wells. This 
event coincided with the first major increase in groundwa-
ter elevation (+20 cm) captured during the study period. To 
confirm that the variation in these data is not inherent to the 
method of analysis, additional microbial water quality analy-
ses were conducted—these are described below and detailed 
in Supporting Information Table S4.

Additional Microbial Water Quality Parameters
Microbial cell densities estimated using flow cytom-

etry generally yielded sample concentration estimates 
(mean≈500 cells/mL, median≈60 cells/mL) below the limit 
of reliable quantification using this technique (i.e., ≈1000 
cells/mL) (Hammes and Egli  2010) (Supporting Informa-
tion Table S4). These estimated densities are consistent with 
those that can be estimated using ATP concentrations as 
microbial equivalents (by assuming an average of 0.001 pg-
ATP/microorganism as per Deininger and Lee  2001), 
which confirmed that cell densities were largely below 
this threshold. Despite the majority of flow cytometry 
cell densities falling below the limit of reliable quantifica-
tion, a weak positive correlation between ATP concentra-
tions and sample microbial cell concentration estimates 
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Figure 4. Box-and-whisker plots of relative differences between 
WO77 (ATP1) and WO78 (ATP2) paired ATP measurements 
throughout concurrent purging activities, where t represents 
the time elapsed since start of purging in hours and n reflects 
the number of paired samples falling within the specified 
period. The medians are marked by diamonds, the bounda-
ries of the box indicate the 25th- and 75th-percentile, and the 
whiskers indicate the highest and lowest values of the results 
excluding extreme values.
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Figure 5. Normalized ATP concentrations observed throughout well purging activities. The positions of groundwater levels observed 
in WO78 during each sampling event are indicated above the plots of normalized ATP concentrations. Continuous groundwater 
levels monitored in a nearby well WO75 are summarized in the Supporting Information S1.

was noted (Spearman’s ρ = 0.147, p = 0.03). 16S rRNA gene 
sequences attributable to bacterial taxa (e.g., Paenibacil-
lus and Rhizobia) that are known to produce extracellular 
polymeric substances (EPS) and are prevalent in the bio-
film of reactors mimicking aerobic groundwater conditions 
(Ross et al. 2001) were generally higher in abundance dur-
ing the early and intermediate stages of purging (<60 min, 

by which time at least 10 well volumes have been purged, 
Chik et  al.  2020). Sequences linked with Sphingomonad-
ales, which are known to co-aggregate with other bacteria 
and play a quantitatively important role in freshwater bio-
film communities (Rickard et al. 2002), were also in higher 
abundance during the early and intermediate stages of purg-
ing. The vast majority of microbial taxa did not significantly 
increase after an hour of purging (Chik et al. 2020). This 
is consistent with more prominent expression of BART™ 
reactions observed for iron-related and slime-forming bac-
teria conducted for samples collected during the early stages 
of purging. Low levels of sulfate reducing bacteria and algae 
were consistently observed (Supporting Information S4).

NMDS of ATP Time Series Based on DTW Distances
Pairwise (dis)similarities between ATP time series cal-

culated as DTW distances were compiled in a matrix and 
ordinated using NMDS to generate a two-dimensional 
representation of these relationships (Figure 6). ATP time 
series that have similar features will typically exhibit a 
lower DTW distance metric than those that do not. Accord-
ingly, NMDS uses the order of the distance metrics between 
ATP time series (each represented by a single marker) to 
position similar ATP time series closer together. ATP time 
series associated with each well and sampling event is rep-
resented by a colored marker (red circles for WO77 and 
blue triangles for WO78) denoted with the corresponding 
sampling event number. To aid visualization and interpreta-
tion, the regions represented by each of the wells were also 
shaded consistently with the marker colors.

Notably, the markers denoting ATP time series collected 
from the two wells during the same sampling campaign gen-
erally occupied different quadrants of this ordination, with 
the exception of the ATP time series collected from both 
wells during the sampling event on January 30 (Figure 6, 
sampling event 9). ATP time series collected during the 
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same pairs of consecutive events (i.e., sampling events 6/7, 
10/11) in each well can also be noted. These observations of 
(dis)similarities are consistent with those identified through 
a visual inspection of normalized ATP patterns (Figure 5). 
Notably, not all (dis)similarities can be perfectly portrayed 
by NMDS and DTW distances. For example, events 5, 8, 
and 12 were not clustered in this particular ordination. The 
inability of this ordination to perfectly represent all time 
series (dis)similarities is reflected by the stress value of this 
NMDS solution (0.139), which indicates their good, but not 
excellent portrayal.

Discussion
Physical and Chemical Indicators Do Not Reflect Purging 
Adequacy for Microbial Water Quality Evaluations

As would be expected, ATP does not follow the same 
types of trends as other physical and chemical water qual-
ity parameters as it is directly and exclusively linked to the 
presence of microorganisms. Fluctuations in this biochemi-
cal must be interpreted with consideration of the method 
used to measure it. Hammes et al.  (2010) demonstrated a 
strong, significant correlation between microbial ATP and 
estimated cellular densities using flow cytometry across a 
range of different source waters (including groundwater). 
While the same extent of correlation was not observed 
for this study (due to microbial densities falling below the 
threshold deemed reliably quantifiable by flow cytom-
etry), a statistically significant correlation was nonetheless 

Figure 6. (Dis)similarities between all ATP time series por-
trayed through nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS). 
Each red circle or blue triangle represents an ATP time series 
corresponding to wells WO77 and WO78, respectively, and 
is labeled sequentially in order of sampling events. Markers 
appearing closer together reflect greater similarities between 
the time series. The shaded regions are consistent with the 
marker colors used for each well. This NMDS solution resulted 
in a stress value of 0.139, indicating that this solution captures 
the order of (dis)similarities reasonably well.

observed between these parameters. Microbial ATP is mea-
sured only after its extraction from a discrete number of 
living microorganisms—that are in essence, particles—in 
the sample. Strategies for informing microbial water qual-
ity that rely on ATP must therefore reflect particle transport 
behavior rather than that of dissolved solutes. Particle and 
(bio)colloid transport through the subsurface are subject to 
advection, dispersion, physico-chemical filtration (attach-
ment/detachment), size-exclusion, and straining processes 
(Ginn et al.  2005). Subsurface biofilms are conglomer-
ates of microorganisms and their metabolites (Palmer and 
White 1997). Thus, they are also subject to these processes 
once detached and entrained in pore water during purging 
(Liu et al.  2018). Accordingly, the breakthrough of these 
conglomerates, and ATP by association, is likely to exhibit 
extended tailing resulting from attachment/detachment pro-
cesses. Moreover, the transport of these conglomerates can 
lead to increased variability in microbial observations (i.e., 
overdispersion) relative to that which would be expected if 
microorganisms were not clustered. Patterns of ATP con-
centrations were consistent with the occurrence of these 
phenomena, thereby indicating its utility for signifying fluc-
tuations in microbial water quality.

The use of continuous physical and chemical water qual-
ity measurements for the determination of purging adequacy 
has rarely been disputed for evaluations of chemical water 
quality sampling. However, this work underscores an impor-
tant caveat: the use of these conventional indicators of purg-
ing adequacy is not likely appropriate for biochemical water 
quality parameters related to microbiological water quality. 
This disparity between the transport of dissolved-phase 
substances in contrast with the mobilization and transport 
of (bio)particles has been a widely observed phenomenon 
(e.g., Schijven and Hassanizadeh  2000; Ginn et al.  2005; 
Bradford and Torkzaban 2008; Emelko and Tufenkji 2010; 
Molnar et al. 2015) and critically underscores the need to 
consider dedicated purge volume-based and purging time-
based approaches for chemical and microbial water quality 
evaluation, respectively. Purge volume-based approaches 
presume that the substance measured in a sample occupies 
negligible volume within the voids of subsurface sediments 
in order to evaluate the position from which the sample 
originated relative to the well. Conversely, all particles 
occupy volume; biofilm biomass and other inorganic par-
ticles can reduce effective porosity through obstructing con-
nected flow paths through the subsurface. When the degree 
of obstruction becomes significant, the estimation of the 
sample’s position using purge volume based-approaches 
also becomes increasingly inaccurate. Therefore, extrapola-
tions beyond the time of sample collection using the same 
purging protocol (e.g., similar flow rates, type of pump, 
etc.) has not been recommended for comparisons of field 
scale microbial water quality data acquired from purge 
water sampling (Cullimore 2007).

ATP Measurements Can Be Useful for Indicating  
Aquifer-Representative Microbial Water Quality

The utility of ATP concentrations as indicators of mini-
mal purging requirements for informing microbial water 
quality sampling was evaluated. ATP evaluation is use-
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ful in describing microbial activity and density (Webster 
et al.  1985; Jensen  1989; Metge et al.  1993; Hammes et 
al. 2010). Over the past decades, advances of the ATP method 
to address possible matrix interference effects have resulted 
in greater sensitivity (limit of detection [LOD] ≤ 0.1 pg-ATP/
mL) than the first ATP assays developed (LOD≥10 pg-ATP/
mL, e.g., McElroy 1947). Thus, it should be useful in dif-
ferentiating between microorganisms suspended in aquifer 
pore water and the often higher densities of sessile micro-
organisms on well screens and unconsolidated sedimentary 
aquifer materials in the vicinity of wells (Harvey et al. 1984; 
Hazen et al. 1991; Griebler and Lueders 2009; Sorensen et 
al. 2013), especially at highly aerobic conditions that should 
strengthen the correlation between ATP concentrations and 
microbial densities (McCarthy 1991; Abelho 2005; van der 
Kooij et al. 2017). Its sensitivity relative to other microbial 
water quality metrics lends itself for its use as a discrimina-
tory indicator.

Recognizing that potentially dynamic aquifer water 
quality could be confounded with measurable changes in 
ATP concentrations attributable to purging, the concurrent 
purging of two adjacent wells situated in the same aquifer 
(here, 5 m apart) was necessary. Although the mean differ-
ences in ATP concentrations between the wells were never 
significantly different from zero, their variability decreased 
by nearly an order of magnitude during the latter stages of 
purging (Table 1). The results from other microbial param-
eters evaluated (i.e., BART™ results, microbial community 
analysis through 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing) 
were largely consistent with this interpretation. Accord-
ingly, these multiple lines of evidence suggest that purging 
times on the order of 2 h or more are likely necessary to 
move beyond contributions from biofilms in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the well. These observations are in alignment 
with the recommended sampling times proposed by Culli-
more (2007): at 1 h, samples taken would be from the outer 
edge of the biofilm biomass and partially reflect microbial 
loadings from the groundwater; at 1.5  h, samples should 
indicate the outer edge of the subsurface biofilm biomass 
surrounding the well; and at 2 h, the sample should be from 
beyond the biomass but may still be subject to lingering 
impacts of detached biofilms. Although ATP stabilization 
occurred during some events to suggest that the outer edge 
of the biomass can be reached prior to 2 h, a site-specific—
arguably even well-/season-specific—understanding of the 
subsurface biofilm community’s behavior may still need to 
be developed prior to attempting to minimize purging time. 
This work is the first to document the behavior of ATP con-
centrations throughout purging in a shallow, unconfined, 
and highly aerobic aquifer and demonstrate that this bio-
chemical measurement generally aligns with the behavior 
expected of other microbial water quality metrics.

It is commonly acknowledged that extended purging 
time at rates consistent with the goals of low-flow purg-
ing will likely yield increasingly representative indications 
of aquifer microbial water quality void of unwanted well-
related biofilm artefacts. Purging times of over several hours 
per monitoring well are seldom pragmatic due to constraints 
such as purge water disposal and the need for most microbio-
logical parameters to be evaluated within 24 h of sample col-

lection. Indeed, extended purging times of at least 24 to 48 h 
have been recommended so that the sample obtained is most 
representative of the “natural flows of [suspended] micro-
organisms through the well” (i.e., not unduly influenced by 
biofilm artefacts from pumping) (Cullimore  2007); some 
studies have suggested that even longer periods are neces-
sary (Kwon et al.  2008; Roudnew et al.  2014). From this 
perspective, the additional effort to track ATP concentrations 
beyond several hours to minimize purging time for repre-
sentative aquifer water quality sampling is not likely war-
ranted and beyond the scope of the current work. However, 
in circumstances where extended purging is not practical or 
possible, the relative (in)stability of ATP concentrations may 
still be useful for contextualizing the possible influence of 
subsurface biofilms on microbial results.

Possible Insights Related to the Spatio-Temporal Scales of 
ATP Patterns and Associated Subsurface Biofilm Behavior

The heterogeneity of subsurface microbiology has 
been well documented at a range of spatial and temporal 
scales (Young et al. 2008). Due to the complexity of these 
spatial patterns that result from environmental controls at 
multiple scales and over time (Ettema and Wardle  2002), 
much of the existing work has been qualitative in nature 
(e.g. Young et al. 2008) and does not fully exploit the infor-
mation inherent to the acquired data (such as that available 
from sequential measurements). In fact, spatial patterns of 
microbial biomass have been shown to be more complex 
than those of other soil/porous media properties based on 
fractal dimension (Oline and Grant 2002). In this work, to 
facilitate the systematic examination of the patterns ema-
nating from purge water ATP measurements, DTW was 
applied. This approach overcomes limitations of irregular 
sampling time intervals for which parametric time series 
analysis approaches would not be possible. Moreover, the 
reliance upon a measure of microbial activity to character-
ize subsurface biofilm expanse requires consideration of 
its sensitivity to systematic differences between wells (e.g., 
steady-state flow rate achieved and inherently higher ATP 
concentrations in WO78). This taken into consideration, the 
differences—and remarkably, similarities—exhibited by 
the normalized ATP concentration sequences (i.e., relative 
microbial activity) throughout purging can be used to gain 
further insights related to subsurface biofilm dynamics. 
This may have more specific implications for applications 
such as remediation of biofouled wells and studies of sub-
surface microbial ecology in well environments.

The recurring ATP patterns characteristic of each well 
(i.e., double peaks after an hour of purging in WO77, a sin-
gle peak less than an hour of purging in WO78) during con-
secutive events was supported by the systematic evaluation 
of their (dis)similarities using the approach proposed in this 
work. Spatial heterogeneity clearly underpins the distinctive 
patterns exhibited in each well despite exhibiting practically 
equivalent physical and chemical water quality characteristics 
(i.e., patterns in each well during the same sampling event 
were generally dissimilar). The proximity of WO77 to two 
monitoring wells installed within 2  m may exert consider-
able influence on the double ATP peaks observed in WO77. 
We suspect the visually similar ATP patterns (i.e., sampling 
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events 5, 8, and 12) within each well that follow consecu-
tive sampling events during which the recurring characteristic 
ATP patterns were observed may reflect a maturation of sub-
surface biofilm in the vicinity of the well screen at relatively 
stable hydrogeological conditions. We believe that the simi-
lar ATP patterns between the wells on January 30 coincid-
ing with the first substantial increase in groundwater levels 
observed over the 1-year period reflect a hydrogeological 
perturbation to both wells that overwhelms underlying spatial 
biofilm heterogeneity normally characteristic of each well. 
Seasonal fluctuations of the water table have been suggested 
to promote multidirectional flow (i.e., vertical and horizon-
tal flow), which can result in a greater degree of mixing in 
the aquifer (Smith et al. 2018). Collectively, the ATP patterns 
observed at this site supports previously documented hydro-
geological influences on microbial water quality changes at 
field scale manifested as changes to seasonal groundwater 
elevations (Lin et al. 2012), groundwater flow velocities, and/
or hydraulic gradients (van Driezum et al. 2018).

Conclusions
• The use of ATP concentrations as a sensitive, field-ready 

tool for indicating microbial water quality stability dur-
ing well purging activities was evaluated in a shallow, 
unconfined, and highly aerobic aquifer. ATP observa-
tions were supported by the results of other microbial 
water quality parameters measured concurrently (i.e., 
microbial densities through flow cytometry, relative 
abundance/activity of biofilm-related groups of microor-
ganisms) and reflected time-limited (bio)particle trans-
port processes rather than that of dissolved solutes 
throughout purging. However, the extrapolation of these 
results to other environments—such as anaerobic subsur-
face environments where ATP concentrations and micro-
bial densities may not exhibit the same degree of 
correlation—must be further investigated.

• Whereas physical and chemical water quality character-
istics appeared to stabilize as anticipated within 10 to 
15 minutes (approximately three to five well volumes), 
fluctuations in ATP concentrations occasionally persisted 
beyond 2 h of purging (>30 well volumes). Assessments 
of microbial quality of drinking water sources originat-
ing in the subsurface must therefore be conducted using 
approaches that are designed to adequately reflect these 
differences in temporal scale. For example, this may 
involve relying on pumping tests of several days duration 
rather than relying on a limited number of well purge 
volumes for analysis.

• Extended purging time at rates consistent with the goals 
of low-flow purging is commonly acknowledged to yield 
increasingly representative indications of aquifer micro-
bial water quality. However, purging times of over sev-
eral hours per monitoring well are seldom pragmatic. In 
circumstances where extended purging is not practical or 
possible, the (in)stability of ATP concentrations may be 
used to contextualize the possible influence of subsur-
face biofilms on microbial results.

• Patterns based on the relative microbial activity, as cap-
tured using normalized ATP fluctuations throughout 
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purging, are suggestive of subsurface biofilm behavior. 
Such patterns can be systematically examined using the 
nonparametric time series analysis approach applied. 
The recurrence of characteristic patterns in each well 
during multiple sampling campaigns appears linked to 
seasonal hydrogeological conditions (specifically, 
groundwater level fluctuations). Disruptions of these pat-
terns are speculated to be attributable to sufficiently large 
hydrogeological perturbations, which may overwhelm 
ATP patterns normally characteristic of each well. These 
dynamics warrant further investigation and should be 
considered in the design and interpretation of subsurface 
microbial water quality investigations.
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